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:~~~: The Australian Dried ~~~~ number of growers have shown their concern in a 
:;:;: Fruits Association :;:; variety of ways. I F:::7: 1,11 ~;;,~±i§:,!:::",~f:~~~:=,!: ~; 
;:;:: Editorial .. .... . .... . ...... page 2 ;:;: This increased level of interest is to be applauded, 
::;:: ;:;: but unfortunately it has not as yet brought a lot of 

)j~~ A~~~~~~ Tankard . .. .. pages 4 • 5 ' 6 ~~~~ comment which is of a constructive nature. 

:;:; Reserve Bank Finance . . . . . . . page 6 :;:; While some items of concern relate to the matter of 
:;:; :;:; payment to growers, another criticism which has 
;:;: A.D.F.A. Statement . . .. .. .... page 7 ;:;: been voiced concerns the general communications 

[jj[ Industry Paper .. ... . • .... . . page 8 [j~j effort of the ADFA. 

:;:; Nematode Control ... ... . . ... page 9 :;:; Our members have told us that they felt that the 
:;:; :;:; Association was not active enough in keeping its members informed. We were asked to review our 
:;:; Report on :;:; communications methods, and we have responded to this request by appointing a professional con-
;:;: Dehydration .. . ... pages 1 0, 11 , 12 ;:;: sultant to assist us. 
;:;: ~:;: The consultant appointed, John Jennings, whose communications career spans some 24 years, will 
;~;~ Official Wage Rates ... .. pages 13, 14 ;:;: assist the ADFA in improving the supply of information to growers. 
:;:; Baking for the Harvest . . . . . . . page 1 5 ;~;~ John Jennings grew up on a dried fruit block, and has always been very conscious of the problems 
~;~; ::~: faced at both the production and marketing levels. 
;:;: ~ ;:;: The ADFA and the Australian Dried Fruits Corporation have been vigorously pursuing our attempt to 
:;:; :::: gain Reserve Bank finance on carry-in stocks of Sultanas, with the aim of providing maximum finance 
~;~; COVER t to growers as cheaply and as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, we have passed our initial deadline 
;:;: Part of the crowd at the public meeting on ;:;: of February 1 , with the matter still unresolved. A more detailed report elsewhere in this journal ex
:;:; January 12, 1983, listening to Mr Henry :::: plains the difficulties experienced. 
~~~f Tankard, Deputy Chairman. i~~~ I think it is timely to remind all members that this Association has never been a political organisation, 
;:;: ;:;: and it is strict ADFA policy to deal with the Government of the day on any industry matters . Of course, 
;~;~ ;:;: the Association has always been at pains to communicate with, and use the services of, the various 
::;: BOARD Of ;:;: local Members (who represent different parties) in each of the areas where dried fruits are produced. 
;:;: ;:;: The dried fruits industry has always valued the right to control itself. Of particular importance is the 
;:;: MANAGEMENT ;:;: ability of the ADFA, under an exemption from the Trade Practices Act, to set wholesale prices for all 
;:;; ;:;: dried fruits sold within Australia. The Board of Management has recently considered the prices for 
;:;: :;:; 1983 Vine Fruits. An increase of 12.5% was placed on Sultanas , and the differentials widened. 
;~;~ Grower Members ::~; The price of Currants was raised 14% to fall in Unfortunately, seeded Raisins could not bear 
~;~; FRANK GILL, OBE, Red Cliffs, Vic., ;~;~ line with Sultanas. The new prices are as such a large increase due to the marketing pro-
:;:; Chairman. ;:;: follows: blems 'for this variety, and their price was in-
~:; VIN BYRNES, Coomealla, NSW. ;:;: CURRANTS AND SULTANAS creased 5% to: 
;:;: PETER MaciNTOSH, Robinvale, Vic. :;:; Bulk 
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$ 
6-crown 1,852 
5-crown 1,832 
4-crown 1,812 
3-crown 1 , 792 
2-crown 1,772 
1-crown 1, 752 

Grade 

Stand.) 
Midgets) 

Bulk 
per Tonne 

$ 

1,964 

The price of Tree Fruits and Prunes have also been considered by their respective Committees, and 
the following increases taken : 

Apricots 6% (Fancy Extra large 15%) 
Peaches 12.3% 
Pears 10% 
Prunes 6% 

The industry is faced with a large carry-in of dried Sultanas. Significantly, this fruit is again mainly of 1 
and 2 crown grades. In line with the motion from Federal Council, which called for 

"The ADFA to set a greater price differential between grades of dried Vine Fruits, which 
reflects the costs to the industry of marketing lower grade fruit", 

the Board proposes to increase grade differentials for the 1 983 Season. The Board believes this is 
necessary because the slow sale of low grade fruit slows payments to all growers. It is believed that 
the greater grade differentials will provide more incentive to growers to produce better quality fruit. It 
is recognised that nature plays a hand in determining the grade produced, but growers also can have 
a significant bearing, and must be encouraged to produce the best quality possible. The proposed 
new differentials are set out elsewhere in this journal under the heading " Harvest Notes" . 
· Frank Gill, 

Chairman.· 
ADF A Board of Management. 
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VINE FRUITS 
Committed orders (packed tonnes) 

Australia ...... ...... . •.... . .... . . 
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U.K./Ireland ..................... . 
Continent (including Malta, Israel and Scan· 
dinavia) .... ....... ............. . 
Canada ......... .. . ... . . . .... .. 
Japan ....... . ..... . 
Other ... .... ..• .. ...... . . .... . . . 

Delivered ................ . ..... . . 
Ordered, undelivered ..... . . ... .•.... 
Uncommitted . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . , 

Total ADFA Pack* ........ . .... . .. . . 

• includes carry-in 

Currants 
4,355 

585 

70 
1,253 

104 
454 

6,821 

6,278 
543 

90 

6,911 

TREE FRUITS 
All 1982 stocks have been sold. 

Final Values - Returns to Packers 

Sultanas 
19,828 

3 ,324 
6,567 

22,708 
12,071 

3,211 
3,816 

71,525 

60,506 
11 ,019 
13,034 

84,559 

7,710 

Naturals 
139 

70 

209 

193 
16 

9 

218 

Raisins 
3,756 

505 
815 

347 
401 

62 

5,886 

4,710 
1 '176 
3,566 

9,452 

1,048 

Peaches 1 982 Pears 1982 
Base Grade: Standard Base Grade: Fancy Large 

Market Tonnes Returnrronne Tonnes Returnrronne 

$ 
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4.1875 1,512.96 2.3230 
United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.1500 1,537.35 24.6100 
Continent . . ..... ... . ...... . . 15.7500 1 ,512.96 69.8625 
Other ........... . . ... . • .. .. .2500 1,529.22 .2300 

32.3375 1,522.25 av. 97.0255 
Australia . ... ..... .•......... 54.2790 1,920.30 22.7415 

GRAND TOTAL . . ..... .. . . .. .. 86.6165 1, 771.69 av. 119.7670 

For 1982 Apricots, see the December issue of the "Dried Fruits News". 

PRUNES 
Committed orders (packed tonnes) 

Season 
Australia ... .. .. . .... ... . . .... . . . . 
Export .. ... ........ . .... . ..... . . 

Uncommitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total ADFA Pack ................ .. . 

1980 1981 
2,449 2,437 

197 157 

2,646 2 ,594 
63 392 

2,709 2,986 

$ 
2,497.68 
2,550.71 
2,497.68 
2,524.20 

2,511.19av. 
3 ,009.78 

2,605.88 av. 

1982 
948 

27 

975 
54 

1,029 

Equalisation of proceeds of sale from 1980 Season Prunes by way of ADFA final adjustment is now 
being conducted, with finalisation anticipated within the very near future . 
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Raising Drying 
Survey 

1983 Harvest 
The A.D.F.A. has recently conducted a 

urvey of all growers who supplied Raisins to 
.D.F.A. packers from the 1982 harvest. 

'"'Each Raisin grower was mailed a survey 
questionnaire and a free post return 
envelope. The purpose of the survey is to in· 
dicate the estimated production of Raisins 
from the 1 983 harvest. 
Surveys Issued: 1,620 

740 
45.7% 

Returned Completed: 
Response Rate: 
Survey Results 
Plantings (acres) 

Gordo ..... .... . 
Waltham X . . . . . . . 
Other ......... . 

TOTAL ........ . 
Disposal (tonnes) 

Winery 

1982 
1,742.74 

978.71 
215.35 

1983 
1,771.09 

956.56 
165.57 

2,844.86 2,864.93 

1982 1983 
(estimated) 

(fresh weight) . . . 6,992.28 8,268.25 
Dried 

(dried weight) . . . 5,051.21 4,496.63 
From the responses received, it can be 

seen that Raisin production is likely to 
decrease by only a very marginal amount. 

If the responses can be assumed to be 
typical of the pattern of drying by all growers, 
there is a potential for the 1983 harvest of 
Raisins to be 7,500 tonnes dry weight. 

The carry-in of Raisins at March 1 , 1983 
will be somewhere in the vicinity of 3,200 
tonnes. Thus the total availability will be 
10,700 tonnes, while only about 6,000 ton· 
nes can expect to be readily marketable 
before the 1984 harvest comes into being, 
at a price which will provide even a 
reasonable return to growers. 

Vegetable-Basad Oil 
Trial fll' Sultanas 

Field trials of a new type of vegetable· 
based drying oil for grapes will be conducted 
in the Sunraysia area this season. 

The trials are being supervised by the 
ADFA Production Problems Committee. 

The ADFA has arranged for small quantities 
of the commercially-produced oil to be 
available for distribution to a number of 
growers to use in a variety of drying tech· 
niques. The material will be tested on blocks 
at Mildura, lrymple, Red Cliffs, Coomealla 
and Robinvale. 

The Committee has been requested by the 
ADFA to investigate the long-term re· 
quirements for this type of oil and to examine 
its cost efficiency. The trials will be the first 
official test of the vegetable-based product. 

The Committee's last major project involv: 
ed field days on canopy management and 
minimum pruning techniques held at the 
CSIRO Research Station, Merbein. More 
than 300 growers recently examined the 
results of techniques applied to vines at an 
earlier field day in July. 
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pounded by price movements on world markets. 
The last four years illustrate this. Sultana produc
tion in 1979 - 49,000 !annes; 1980 -
83,000; 1981-49,000 and 1982-81 ,000. 

1980 returns were an all-time high - a 
dramatic leap upwards from the miserable 
returns of 1976, when average export returns to 
packers at $398 were less than half the return 
from our best markets. 

Some inexperienced growers assumed that 
1980 returns would be "everlastinq". History in
dicates that this better fortune would be of 
limited duration. 

1 981 offered reasonable marketing oppor
tunity, but we produced a disastrously low crop 
of predominantly poor quality fruit. Our income 
suffered from low volume, not low prices. 

1981 was also the first year of Greece's ac
cession into the E.E.C., and resulted in Greek 
initiatives in the market to highlight their need for 
substantial on-going price support from the 
Community. They got it-Greek growers receiv
ed $1,500 a tonne for fruit later sold for $840. 
Greater support is being given this year. 

Greek production of 1 00,000 tonnes re
mained largely unsold, and had the dual effect of 
undermining buyers' confidence and prompting 
the Turkish exporters to cut prices to effect rapid 
sales. 55,000 tonnes of the 1981 crop still re
mains unsold. 

Australia's 1982 production was large and 
mostly good quality, but world stocks had built 
up by 100,000 !annes in the past year. 

Rapid early commitment to our major 
markets for shipment throughout the year was 
vital. Our opening prices were set to achieve 
this, and 40,000 tonnes was contracted at 
prices which were rapidly undermined by cheap 
Greek and Turkish offers. More than $350 per 
tonne under our prices. These contracts have 
been honoured, but further sales were impossi
ble without a major reduction in prices. The Cor
poration opted to await Northern Hemisphere 
crops and E.E.C. decisions on disposal of 
60,000 tonnes of Greek old crop and their con
ditions for sale of new crop, before adjusting our 
prices for our unsold fruit. 

This decision has been vindicated. 
Major crop losses have occurred in the Nor

thern Hemisphere reducing a projected world 
surplus by August this year of 211 ,000 tonnes 
to a near balanced supply situation later this 
year. There is no shortage of fruit at the present 
time. 

Our prospects have improved from the pro
jection made last August of a carry-in of 22,500 
tonnes to a new estimate of less than 10,000 
tonnes by the end of February this year. 

Returns and the rate of sales on the 
Australian and New Zealand markets have been 
good. However, it is the collapse of prices on in
ternational markets, and the slow sales which 
resulted from buyers' insecurity which have 
destroyed our cash flow and determined our final 
returns. 

Traditional buyers in Europe were afraid that 
if they purchased fruit at fair prices they may well 
be undermined by the E.E.C. unloading Greek 
old crop at sacrificial prices. 

The E.E.C. , unhappy with the poor uptake of 
1981 Greek crop, and the huge cost to Euro
pean taxpayers who paid the Greek growers, 
have created a minimum import prices for all fruit 
from countries other than Greece. This minimum 
import price is $US1 ,000 per tonne. Severe 
penalties to the buyer are imposed if sales are 
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made beneath the minimum import price. 
Greek fruit is presently on offer for around 

$US 930 in the U.K. and Europe. Our fruit is on 
offer in the same markets for $1,150-$1,200. 
The intention of the minimum import price is to 
create conditions which ensure the sale of 
Greek fruit first. 

The Corporation, the Department of Primary 
Industry, and our Parliamentary representatives 
have received regular assurances that the 
Australian industry would not be harmed by 
Greece's accession to the E.E.C. 

Our Governmenfs efforts in this area appear 
to have negligible impact on the decisions made 
in Brussels, and the certainty is that they will 
create conditions that ensure the sale of Greek 
fruit first. 

Our payments since June have been $20 a 
tonne on 1982 crop, except for the grade dif
ferential payment in November and December, 
which had a severe impact on producers of low 
quality fruit. The final payments on 1981 crop in 
this period have supplemented the incomes of 
growers producing in that year. 

The commitment of our fruit to export 
markets in March and April last year at secure 
prices was for delivery throughout the balance of 
1981 and up to February-March this year. Major 
users of Australian fruit require a flow of fruit 
year round. Although these contracts are secure 
.sales, we do not get one dollar from them until 
the fruit is shipped. 

At December 31 , 31% of our Sultana crop 
was unshipped and unpaid for. 24,137 !annes 
were unshipped and unpaid for. 

11 , 000 of those tonnes have yet to be com
mitted and are still on offer to all world markets. 

In addition, almost 4,000 tonnes of Raisins 
remain unsold. 

Growers delivering to Mildura packers, who 
this year handled 75% of the Australian pack, 
had received $450 a tonne to June, plus a fur
ther $1 30 if their average grade was 3-crown, 
by mid-January- $580 paid out of an estimated 
$780 - $800 return. To get that estimated 
figure, you have to be brave enough to guess 
the sale price of the unsold fruit, packing 
charges etc. 

Packing costs for the early packed Trulf 
which allows tum-around of bulk bins must also 
be financed. 

The balance of the crop may take 6 more 
months before it is shipped and paid for. 

How are the door and progress payments 
determined? 

Each packer makes financial arrangements 
pre-harvest with a trading bank, according to the 
expected intake of fruit, estimated returns for it, 
and timing of shipments and cash returns. 

In Sunraysia, a massive borrowing pro
gramme is necessary to fund door and progress 
payments. When slow sales periods and large 
crops occur together, it may take up to a year 
before proceeds from sales catch up to 
payments to growers. 

The Mildura packers have a similar payments 
programme. Other A.D.F.A. packers in South 
Australia and Robinvale have differing ar
rangements. Some offer much higher door 
payments at delivery, but this results in a heavy 
interest burden, which is met from proceeds. 
The result is a higher early payment, but a lower 
final return for each tonne. 

Mildura packers have been unable to per
suade their bankers to increase door payments 
above the present level. 

To give some idea of the money required
Mildura packers in 1982 received approximately 
75% of the Australian pack, and had to borrow 
around $33 million to fund the door payments, 
and the two subsequent $50 payments in May 
and June. 

Interest rates have fallen recently but the 
cost of payment before sales has a significant 
impact on our final returns. 

Returns from the sale of Currants have, for 
the first time this season, exceeded the 
payments made by packers to growers. This has 
enabled the Mildura packers to increase the 
January progress payment to $50 per tonne. 

Unfortunately, the delivery of Sultanas is not 
as good, with, as previously stated, 31% of the 
crop still unshipped and unpaid for. Payments to 
January for 3-crown Sultanas total $580, and 
the packers are still relying on borrowing money 
to meet progress payments. 

If packers had continued to pay $50 a 
month, growers would by this time have receiv- . 
ed the world market value on each and every 
tonne delivered to the packing shed, and this is 
with more than 30% of the crop still unpaid for. 
Interest bills would be huge because of payment 
too far in advance of sales returns. Growers' 
total payments must be reduced by this interest 
factor. 
What of the-Immediate future? 

Crop losses in the Northern Hemisphere have 
saved us from a disaster, but they do not 
guarantee higher or faster returns. There is an 
abundance of low quality fruit available to world 
markets at this time. 

The final fate of old Greek crop and the 
recovery from the damaged Californian crop will 
have a major Influence on selling our next crop at 
a higher price. 

We share with all Australian exporters the ef
fects of recession throughout the world. Close 
to 4 million unemployed in the U.K., 2Yt million in 
Genmany. The Canadian economy is sick, as are 
the economies of the Eastern Bloc countries, 
and the United States has its problems. 

The entry of Greece into the E.E.C. is a new 
and enduring disruption to world markets, and 
the cert1lnty is that Brussels will apply sufficient 
constraints on other producing nations to allow 
preferred access for Greek fruit to the large 
European market. 

The need for new markets which can 1Hord 
our fruit has long been recognised. 

Encouraging new sales in recent times have 
been made to Korea, Taiwan, India, Africa and 
the Middle East, Singapore and Malaysia. 

Penetration of Asian markets requires a 
change in diets and is restricted by heavy import 
duties on dried fruits, but it must be, and is being 
vigorously pursued. 

New Zealand, Canada, Genmany and Japan 
are of major importance to Australia. 

Genmany prefers high quality Australian fruit, 
and this year purchased a record 18,000 ton
nes. This market is of particular interest to 
Greece and Turkey. 

Our industry cannot be assured a secure in
come. It will depend largely on the ebb and flow 
of world production, and economic conditions in 
world markets. 

A brief look at some of our advantages may 
help us to feel a little better. 

Our best fanmers produce yields equal to 
any in the world. 

The quality of our products in most seasons 
is better than our competitors. This has been 
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greatly improved in recent years with improved 
packing facilities and more stringent penalties on 
low quality fruit. It is imperative that we reduce 
the volume of low quality fruit. We cannot survive 
at this end of the market. Our premiums are won 
at the quality end. 

Our better farmers lead the world in their use 
of new technology - improved plant materials, 
clonal selections, and use of rootstocks, 
mechanisation, use of herbicides, superior trellis 
designs, controlled irrigation systems etc. 

Our domestic per capita consumption is high 
by world standards and enjoys average growth 
of 5% per year over the past five seasons. The 
United States, in spite of hefty promotions, can 
only manage 2% growth rate. Australians now 
eat 1.8 kg per head each year, compared with 
the United States at . 71 kg per head. 

What has the A.D.~.A. done about industry 
adversities? 

Of course, the greatest achievement is more 
than 80 years old. 

That is the ability to achieve fair prices from 
the Australian market. 

This Is the foundation stone of our industry, 
and must be maintained. 

The grower's ability to determine a fair price 
for his product is precious. 

The second achievement is in its first year of 
operation, and complements our ability to set 
minimum prices. ~ 

Statutory equalisation of returns has been of 
enormous benefit to A.D.F.A. growers this year. 
A · non-A.D.F.A. packer in 1982 could have 
selected only the. high return and quick sale 
markets, paid growers marginally more than 
A.D.F.A. equalised returns, and made hand
some profits. The potential for profiteering in this 
industry has been removed. 

The third achievement requires a long
sighted view - the Federal· Government's 
Underwriting Scheme, which replaces the 

previous stabilisation scheme, which was of littie 
value. 

The new scheme guarantees a minimum 
price for Sultanas equal to the average of the 
return to packers in the two previous seasons, 
and the present season less 1 0% of that 
average. After three years of operation, the 
deduction will be reduced to 5%. That is when 
this scheme will be of some use. I hope some of 
us are still around to make use of it. The industry 
had a long battie to achieve the 5% deduction 
from the average, but in spite of our reasoned 
arguments, the Minister for Primary Industry, Mr 
Nixon, was unprepared to re-open this matter in 
Cabinet. His advice was that we may well lose 
the limited value of the scheme totally if this was 
attempted. 

This year is the proof of its initial worth. In 
spite of dramatic price falls on export markets, 
and an expected reduction in grower returns 
from 1981 to 1982 crop of more than 25%, it is 
unlikely that it will cough $1 .00. This cannot be 
determined until the final fruit from 1982 crop is 
sold, but an assessment at this time suggests no 
assistance unless returns deteriorate drastically. 

The Minister was recently acquainted with 
the fact that the estimated value of the 1981 
crop which was considered unusual and an un
fair base on which to commence the average, 
did not materialise. Our request that the formulae 
be reconsidered was rejected. 

Our victories in this area are - to have 
established the scheme in the first place; that 
there is no limit on tonnage; no limit on the funds 
which the Government may have to contribute; 
growers do not contribute. 

The A.D.F.A. is involved in every field of 
grower concern. It conducts a Hail Insurance 
Scheme for the grape industries. 

It runs its own viticultural rootstock nursery. 
The achievements of its Salinity Committee 

over 20 years have focused attention on this na-

tional problem, and checked the granting of ad
ditional water licences until this problem was 
confronted. 

Its Production Problems Committee, with 
C.S.I.R.O. and Department of Agriculture par
ticipation, has tackled numerous industry prob
lems. 

The results of our own statutory research 
fund have been of great value to us all. 

The big problem which we have not con
quered is how to get paid for fruit we have not 
sold, without incurring a massive interest bill. 

G.M.H. and International Harvester have not 
solVed this problem either. However, we are 
having a go! 

We have a well developed attempt to 
achieve Reserve Bank finance for unsold stocks 
prior to the next harvest. 

This is a special subject of great importance 
to us, and Mr Gill, our Board Chairman, will deal 
with this subject. 

However, before I take a spell, it is vital for 
dried fruit growers, their families and the com
munities we live in, that we remain a UNITED in
dustry. 

The adversities we face now are substantial, 
and will be again in the future. 

A divided industry has no power to battle 
these problems. 

The political influence of rural industries is 
negligible when they are disorganised. 

We can achieve a great deal when we pull 
together. 

It is of no account whether we started life at 
Nichols Point, Coomealla, Athens, Naples, lzmir 
or Oodnadatta. 

We have a collective responsibil ity to par
ticipate in the operation of our industry. 

The structure is already there. 
Let us continue to refine it for our mutual 

benefit. 

Reserve Bank Finance 
Address by Frank Gill to the public meeting, Club da Vinci, January 12, 1983. 

The amount of your final payment is linked to 
the total revenue generated by the sales from a 
whole season's crop. A low final payment 
reflects low world prices. 

Timing of payments to growers is also linked 
to world-wide sales. but is regulated by packers 
by them using bank finance to provide cash for 
door payments and progress payments. 

The· purpose of the proposal put to the 
Reserve Bank is, firstly, to relieve packers of this 
obligation to growers to provide finance on the 
old season's crop. This will leave packers free to 
provide finance for the new crop. The second 
benefit is to provide the maximum of cash to 
growers at the time they most need it, that is at 
the time of harvest of the new crop. 

How Will It Work? 
The Australian Dried Fruits Corporation, 

under the terms of its Act, has the power to take 
control of fruit and use that fruit as security for a 
loan. 

The Reserve Bank can offer a concessional, 
non-fluctuating rate of interest of 15.75%. This 
compares to market rates as high as 22% during 
the last season. 

The Reserve Bank will require a Government 
guarantee as additional security for repayment of 
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the loan. The Government has indicated that it 
may be willing to give a guarantee for Sultanas, 
based on the level of the guaranteed return 
under the Dried Sultanas Prices Underwriting 
Scheme. 

What Happens? 
The packer must offer control of undelivered 

fruit to the Corporation. The Corporation takes 
control of all fruit offered by all packers, and 
seeks a loan from the Reserve Bank based on 
the total amount of fruit concerned. 

The Corporation then re-loans the money 
obtained to each of the growers' fruit pools 
operated by the packers concerned, in propor
tion to the amount of fruit involved by each 
packer. 

This money will be paid to growers on a per 
tonnage basis, after the payment of the amounts 
owing to banks in relation to previous payments 
to growers, and payment of the packers' own 
packing costs. 

How Much? 
The maximum which can be borrowed is set 

by the Dried Sultanas Prices Underwriting 
Scheme. For the 1982 Season, the guaranteed 

return to packers is estimated at $1 ,000 per 
tonne. 

However, this amount cannot be advanced 
to packers and growers, as allowance must be 
made for the payment of interest. The Corpora
tion cannot put itself into a position where 
growers owe it money, and it has to ask for it 
back. 

The scheme must be self-financing or the 
Government will not even consider it. 

The end result is that something like $830 
per tonne can be borrowed on fruit unsold and 
undelivered. 

No money can be borrowed on fruit already 
sold and delivered. 

Undelivered Sultanas at the end of 
December 1982 amounted to 24,137 tonnes, 
out of a total estimated pack of 76,906 tonnes. 

Our earlier estimates on which our initial 
submission to the Reserve Bank was based are 
showing to be pretty right, with (at the end of 
January) 21,732 tonnes being undelivered. The 
end of January is important, as this is the time we 
are seeking finance. 

21 , 700 tonnes by $830 is approximately 
$18 million. 

This must be shared by all growers. On a 
tonnage basis, the $1 8 million equals $230 per 
tonne. 
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Before any money can be paid to growers, 
the banks and packers have the same problem 
as the Corporation - the banks and packers 
must be paid and not be put into a position where 
they have to ask for money back from the 
packers. They know they are unlikely to get it 
back! 

It is estimated that the money owing to 
banks on money advanced to growers as door 
and progress payments, and the money due to 
packers for their costs will be about $1 00 per 

tonne. This means that the grower can receive 
about $130 per tonne. 

While this payment of $1 30 per tonne will be 
received by growers at harvest time, it also 
means that the grower will be lucky to receive 
anything more. It will virtually be his final pay
ment. 

However, if there is any more money in the 
kitty, the grower will receive it. If proceeds from 
world sales exceed the amount which is to be 
repaid to the Reserve Bank, any surplus will be 

returned to packers and paid to growers. That 
means that there is a small chance of a small 
payment when the total 1982 crop is sold, 
possibly in July 1983. 

It is important to realise that this is the 
scheme which the A.D.F.A. is seeking. The 
Reserve Bank has not approved it. A delegation 
from the Corporation and the A.D.F.A. is 
meeting with the Reserve Bank on January 13 
to negotiate. The figures I have mentioned 
are for the purpose of illustrating how the 
scheme will assist growers, and cannot be con
sidered to be hard fact. 

At the time of the above address, It was hop~d to have money for growers by February 1. For the reasons stated below, this has not 
eventuated. The dollars per tonne quoted above are also unlikely to eventuate, as further progress payments have been paid, fur
ther interest incurred, and the Government may be unwilling to underwrite 100% of the value of the dried Sultanas in hand. 

ADFA Statement of February 11. 
The Australian Dried Fruits Association has lodg
ed a fresh proposal with the Australian Govern
ment In its quest for cash payments to growers 
against the unsold balance of the 1 982 Sultana 
crop. 
ADFA Chairman, Mr Frank Gill, said yesterday 
the new proposal had delayed proceedings but 
had become necessary after an earlier proposal 
had met with legal objections. 
A statement released by Mr Gill said: 
The original proposition for financing of the 
undelivered tonnage of the 1982 Sultana crop 
as submitted to the Government and advised in 
some detail to growers at a public meeting at the 
Club Da Vinci on January 1 2, relied upon the 
powers of the Australian Dried Fruits Corpora
tion (a statutory Corporation of the Australian 
Government) to finance dried fruits . 
Subsequent legal opinion has raised a serious 
question as to whether this power is limited to 
export in the same manner as other functions of 
the Corporation. Forecasts of the likely destina
tion of the undelivered portion of the 1 982 
Sultana crop indicate that very little will ultimately 
be delivered to export markets. Consequently, 
the total finance available would be very low, and 
result in little if any assistance to growers. This 
situation was clearly unacceptable. 

FOR SALE 

VINES & CITRUS 
MATERIALS 

Contact: 

SUNNYCLIFF NURSERIES 
For all: 

CITRUS TREES 
VINE ROOTLINGS 
GRAFTED ROOTSTOCKS 

Also CONTRACT PROPAGATION can be 
arranged for your: 

Green or Hardwood 
cuttings 

Bench grafted rootstocks 
Citrus trees 

For orders or details write: 

P.O. Box 369, lrymple, Vic., 3498. 
Or phone (050) 24 5459. 
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The existing legislation was then examined to 
see if it could be amended to allow finance for 
the total undelivered stock. It appears that this 
could not be done without the complementary 
legislation of the Australian, Victorian, NSW and 
SA Governments. Obviously such a legislative 
programme is time consuming, and in the end 
may not even be effective, due to the restraints 
of the Australian Constitution, particularly in its 
stipulation that trade between States must be ab
solutely free. 
An amended proposal has now been put to the 
Minister for Primary Industry, the Australian 
Treasurer and the Reserve Bank by the ADFA 
and the Corporation. 
This proposal is based upon the total export 
availability for the sales period to 28.2.84 (i.e. a 
combination of the carry-over from 1982, 
togetlher with the anticipated 1983 harvest, less 
an allowance for Australian sales during this 
period). 
The proposal calls for the Corporation to accept 
control and arrange finance on a portion of the 
resulting total of fruit available for export, a func
tion which seems to be clearly within its legal 

SLEEP 
SOUNDLY ... 

charter. The portion financed would equal the 
total 1982 carry-over. Packers with carry-in fruit 
could then receive finance to benefit growers 
who delivered fruit in 1 982. 
The amount of total finance sought will still be 
tied to the value per tonne under the terms of tlhe 
Dried Sultanas Production Underwriting Scheme 
(i.e. the Government is being asked to provide a 
guarantee to the Reserve Bank so that the Bank 
can advance money to growers). The guarantee 
sought from the Government does not ask for 
any more than is already guaranteed under the 
Underwriting Scheme. It merely asks for it at an 
earlier date, as tlhe guarantee under tlhe Under
writing Scheme is not effective until final sales 
are completed. 
Some confusion also arises with the announce
ment of both the election on March 5 and the 
retirement of Mr Peter Nixon, tlhe Minister for 
Primary Industry. 
The ADFA has indicated to Government that the 
growers' need is urgent and immediate, as 
harvest has already commenced. Every effort is 
being made by tlhe ADF A to ensure a favourable 
outcome at the earliest possible time. 

... WHILE YOUR $ WORKS 
Maktng the ~st of your savings requJ(&S aknost round·the·ckx:k attenbon Have you tne ttme ano lhe knowledge to do thts? 
Or do you. like many thousands ol Australians. leave olio lhe experts and sleep soundly al noghts. knowong your onveslments 
are undM constant management? 
This lS what .nvestors tn A F T. Untt Trusts have done- and the•r cOIIechve •nvestments are now valued in excess of $350 
mtUion 
These investments rep(esent the savings of Ofdinary everyday AustraJ~ans- peoole in aM walkl of Iff e. 
To lind au I more aboulan A.F T. Uno! Trusl. somply complele lhe coopOniO receive I he free pamphlei"The A.F.T. Slory ... 

Australian Fixed Trusts. 

Name: 

BRUCE SMYTHE 
A. F. T. INVESTOR SERVICES L TO. 

35 DEAKIN AVENUE, MILDURA, 3500. 
TELEPHONE (050) 23 7604. 
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Reprinted below is a copy of the 
Industry Paper delivered to the 1983 
Agricultural Outlook Conference by 
Ernest W. Barr, Chairman, Australian 
Dried Fruits Corporation. 

BACKGROUND: 
eln relation to Australia's dried vine fruits the 
Corporation's main functions are to: 
-promote and control their exports and sale and 

distribution after export; 
-encourage and promote their consumption 

outside Australia. 

•Important statistics for the Australian dried vine 
fruits industry are: 
-production is split approximately 66% for ex· 
port and 34% for the domestic market· 
-export earnings from the 1982 se~son are 
estimated at $A74m; 
-domestic per capita consumption, at around 
1 . 7 kg is amongst the highest in the world. 

• Distance from major markets coupled with high 
labour costs, when compared with other major 
producing countries, result in Australia being a 
high cost producer. 

•Sultanas represent in excess of 90% of 
Australian Dried Vine Fruit exports (the rest of 
this paper, therefore, concentrates on this grape 
variety.) 

•Sultanas are a dual purpose grape used in 
both the wine and dried fruits industries. 

EXPORT HISTORY 
Quantities and quality of Australian dried 

sultanas available for export from season to 
season fluctuate greatly and depend on the 
weather prevailing during the harvest and drying 
periods. For example in 1979 only 30,000 ton· 
nes were exported, whilst in 1982 64,000 ton
S- February, 1983 

nes were available for export. During the 1 0 tial world oversupply, weak economies and fur
years prior to 1982, mainly due to the combina- ther action by the EEC to restrict third country 
lion of adverse seasons in Australia and other access. 
major producing countries, the Australian crop In August, 1982, prior to the Northern 
was cleared at reasonable and increasing Hemisphere harvest, it was estimated that world 
prices. supply of sultanas for the year ending August 
·underlying this clearance is the high quality, 1983, would exceed demand by 200,000 ton
in normal years, of the Australian product. nes. Northern Hemisphere crop shortfalls, 

Australia's key export markets are Europe especially in the USA, have brought supply and 
(mainly West Germany). Canada, the United demand into balance. 
Kingdom, New Zealand and Japan - these ac- The August 1982 estimate envisaged that 
count for approximately 85% of sultana exports. by March 1983, Australia would hold an unsold 
GREECE'S ACCESSION TO- THE EEC sultana export surplus of 22,500 tonnes from 

The entry of Greece, in 1981, into the Euro· the 1982 crop. A combination of other produc
pean community, was accompanied by a series ing countries' shortfalls and the introduction of 
of Greek Government and EC production, MIP has resulted in firmer prices and a revision 
storage, transportation and price support of the Australian surplus to around 10,000 ton
schemes for Greek sultanas (raisins) . In nes- a worrying quantity. 
essence these schemes assure Greek pro· History shows that it would be folly to make 
ducers high returns (not related to actual market long term export sales forecasts. The Australian 
prices) and guaranteed clearance as unsold Dried Fruits Industry realises, however, it cannot 
balances become the responsibility of the EC. rely on other countries' crop shortfalls to effect 

The introduction of these schemes coin· successful export clearance of future crops. 
ciding with high world production in 1981, The Industry's continuing Export Action Pro· 
resulted in world price falls as non-Greek pro- gramme is to: 
ducers tried to unload fruit to prevent stock car- -support and encourage Australian Govern-
ryovers. ment initiatives vis-a-vis the EC to maintain ac-

Despite the schemes 60,000 tonnes of the cess to the Community's markets at a high 
Greek 1981 crop remained unsold at the begin- and unrestricted level; 
ning of the 1 982 harvest. This quantity still re- -research into production and processing to 
mains unsold - its ultimate destiny may be ensure a first class product; 
alcohol and/or cattle feed. The cost to the EC is -reauce proauction, processing and transpor-
likely to be around $75ml. tation costs: 

"The EC, in October 1982, in an effort to - ensure, whenever possible, that dried fruit is 
restore order (or further protect Greek growers) sold bearing reference to its Australian origin 
into European community markets, introduced a - Australian is the consumer's guarantee of 
Minimum Import Price of US$1 000 per tonne. quality; 
Imports from non-EC countries below this figure -increase promotional support in established 
incur a fine of US$150 per tonne. The MIP does key export markets; 
not apply to Greek fruit! -assess and establish itself in new markets 

Current indications are that this further sup- especially South East Asia; ' 
port for Greek sultanas is not enhancing their -consider carefully planned new planting of 
sales. A review of the various schemes is now vine stocks - hopefully in liaison with the 
scheduled for the second half of 1983. AWB. 
EXPORTS - THE FUTURE The Industry has a proud record of rarely tur-

The future for dried vine fruits must be view- ~ing to the Government for 'hand outs'; it hopes 
ed against a background of negatives - poten- 1t can continue with this record. 

~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~;~~;~;~;~;~~~im;~;;;~;~~:~;~;~;~;~m~;~;~;~;~ 

ADFA NEWS AVAILABLE? 
The ADF A is constantly reviewing its mailing lists to ensure that all 
growers receive a copy of this magazine. It would be helpful if you could 
check with your neighbours to ensure that they have received a copy. If 

not, please advise the office. 



Nematode Control • 1n Established Vineyards 
A Summary of Current Victorian Research 

By Adrian Harris , Sunraysia Horticultural Research Institute, 

Background to project 
Nematodes are one of the major limiting fac

tors to grapevine production in Australia, and 
losses in Sunraysia alone are conservatively 
estimated to be 13% of all grape production. 
The most damaging nematodes in Sunraysia 
vineyards are root-knot nematodes (fig. 2) and 
citrus nematodes. Root-knot nematodes is a pro
blem mainly in sandy soils, but citrus nematode 
is common in all soils. 

Since D.B.C.P. (Nemagon•, Fumazone• , 
Nemafume*) became unavailable, there have 
been no chemicals registered to control these 
parasites in established vines in Australia. The 
Dried Fruits Research Committee has provided 
money since 1979 for a Victorian Department of 
Agriculture project to test alternative 
nematicides. 

Several non-volatile nematicides are used on 
annual crops and are available for testing in 
vineyards. They are different from the fumigants 
(like D.B.C.P., D·D and E.D.B.) which vaporize 
after injection into the soil and kill nematodes on 
contact. Most of the non-volatile nematicides are 

Fig. 2. 

Galls on Sultana (clone H5) roots caused by 
root-knot nematodes. 

in granular form, and the active ingredient is 
washed out of the granules and carried through 
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the soil by water. Some are taken up by plants 
and prevent nematode infection of the roots 
rather than killing the nematodes on contact. 

Experiments from 1979-81 
In 1978 the Victorian Department of 

Agriculture selected two experimental sites (fig. 
3) in commercial Sultana vineyards to screen 
five of the non-volatile nematicides which show
ed most promise. 

Both sites had a soil gradation from Barmera 
sandy loam to Murray sand. One site, at lrymple, 
was heavily infested with citrus nematode, and in 
the other vineyard, at Sunnycliffs, root-knot 
nematode was the major problem. 

The nematicides were either broadcast or 
watered onto the soil surface and incorporated 
by rotary hoe and flood irrigation in spring 1979 
an d 1 980 Th V d I * I trn I . I d f e y a e rea en cons1s e 0 

a soil application of granules, followed by foliar 
sprays. The treatments and results are shown in 
Table 1 . 

\ 

L 
The effec ts of nemat i c ides on nema t ode numbers 
a t Sunrcycli f f s a nd lrymple . 

I i ndicates a r e duction in nema t ode numbers 
compared with t he con t rol (no chemica l ) . 

0 i ndicates no reduction 

Sunnyc l iffs . 
Root - knot 

Chemica l Fo r mu la t ion nematodes 

1979 1980 

Contro l - 0 0 

( no c hemi-
cal ) 

Nemacur :':: Li quid I 0 

Nemacur ~";: Gr a nu le I 0 

' 
Temik * Gra nu le I 0 

Vydat e * Gra nu l e + I 0 

l iquid 

Ave r age yi e l d, kg/v i ne 22 .1 9. 7 

There were no differences in either vine yield 
or vigour between the nematicide treatments 
and control (no chemicals) in either season. 

At Sunnycliffs, the average bunch weight was 
lower for the Vydate • treatment than for the 
other treatments in the 1979/80 season only. 

The reason for the inconsistent nematode 
control was probably related to the mode of ac
tion and lack of persistence of these non-volatile 
nematicides. Some of them act mainly by 
preventing the nematodes from either feeding or 
migrating, and so may take several weeks to kill 
the nematodes. However , most of these 

in nema to de numbers . 

lrymp l e . 
Citrus 

Chemical Formu l ation nematodes 

1979 198( 

Control - 0 0 

(no chemi -
cal) 

Nemacur :".: Liquid 0 0 

Temik • Granu l e 0 0 

Mocap * Granu l e 0 0 

Average yie ld , kg/v i ne 19 . 1 1 2 . ~ 

* Trade-name 

nematicides last only a few weeks in the soil and 
affected nematodes can subsequently recover. 

It was speculated that these chemicals, to be 
effective, need to be applied early in the growing 
season, to prevent early infection of vine roots, 
and yet remain in the soil or vines long enough to 
kill the nematodes by either starvation or direct 
chemical toxicity. 

Experiments from 1981-present 
It was decided on the basis of the 1979-81 

results, to apply the chemicals twice on the 

1-'ebruary, 1983- 9 



Fig. 4. 

Distorted sultana leaf after a foliar spray of 
Vydate. 

One of the sultana vineyards In which the nematicides are being tested. Miss J. Witten, 
shown Inspecting the vines, is employed as a technical assistant with funds provided by the 
Dried Fruits Research Committee. 

assumption that this would prevent the 
nematodes infecting vine roots over a long 
period, and may kill more nematodes. 

In 1 981 and 1 982 the nematicides were ap
plied.to the same lWOsites both before bud burst 
and again eight weeks later. The fumigant, 

*Trade-name 

Fumazone• (D.B.C.P.), was injected into the 
soil for comparison with the non-volatile 
nematicides. The treatments and results are 
shown in Table 2. 

None of the treatments increased vine yields or 
vigour at either site in the 1981 /82 season. 

The effects of two nematicide applications on nematode 
numbers at Sunnycl iff s and lrymple. 

I ind icates a reduction in nematode numbers compared 
with the control (no chemicals) 

0 indicates no reduction in nematode numbers 

Sunnycl iff s. lrymple. 
Root-knot Citrus 

Chemical Formulation nematodes Chemical Formulation nematodes 

1981 1981 

Control - 0 Control - 0 

(no chemi-
cal) 

Nemacur * Granule 0 Nemacur * Granule + I 
liquid 

Temik '~ Granule I 

Vyda te "' Granu l e + 0 Hocap t. Granule 0 

liquid 

Fumazone * Liquid I Fumazone~ Liquid I 

Average yield 13 . 6 kg/vine Average yield 26.9 kg / vine 

1 Q-February, 1983 

Vines treated with Vydate • showed reduced 
shoot growth, and leaves became distorted, 
spotted and yellow (fig. 4). The yields were 
lower, due to smaller bunches and berries and 
berry acidity was also reduced. 

Conclusions and Future Work 
Two conclusions can be drawn from the 

results. Firstly, there has been an inconsistent 
effect on numbers of both root-knot and citrus 
nematode. Secondly, where nematode numbers 
have been reduced, no corresponding increase 
in vine yield or vigour has yet been detected. In 
fact, the only effect on yield has been with 
Vydate• which has reduced yield. 

Vine responses may still occur in 1 983 follow· 
ing the reduction in nematode numbers during 
the 1981 ·82 season. Yield increases are not 
expected until the second season after treat
ment. 

The Dried Fruits Research Committee has ap
proved funding for the project for 1982/83 to 
determine any vine responses to the nematode 
control achieved in 1 981 . Research will also be 
started on the mode of action and persistence of 
non-volatile nematicides, aspects which are not 
well understood. 

Until practical control measures can be 
developed, the only solution to the nematode 
problem in established vineyards is to improve 
management (irrigation, drainage, fertilisers, 
weed control), because healthy vines will suffer 
less damage from nematodes than vines under 
stress. 
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Report on Dehydration to A.D.F.A. Production Problems 
Committee 

About five years ago Hans Weste and I were 
asked to prepare a report on the dehydration of 
vine fruit. We made a detailed comparative study 
of the various methods of finishing off dried fruit: 
(i.e. ground drying, bin drying, rack dehydration 
and shed dehydration) and tried to show the 
costs and benefits of each method. 

Because there has tieen a number of 
changes since then I was asked to review and 
update that report which was basP.d on the costs 
of the 1 9 7 6 harvest. 

Table ( 1) shows the rise in cost in the 
various factors to 1982. 

Some costs have risen much more than 
others and this alters the whole balance of the 
benefits of the various techniques. 

The price of fuel has risen much more than 
other costs and this means, for example, that 
rack dehydration is now not as economical to 
use as a purely labour saving device, because 
while it is very efficient in terms of labour input it 
is not efficient in use of fuel. 

TABLE (1) 
COSTS 1976 

Interest 10Y•% 
Portaseal Dehydration $2,800 
50 yard with curtains 

Either a rack dehydrator, or for smaller 
amounts, a specially made burner unit can be us
ed to supply the hot air. A fifty yard rack 
dehydrator can handle a fifty yard line up of bins, 
containing ten to twelve tons of fruit. As the fuel 
usage and drying times are much the same as for 
on the rack, this means that the fuel usage per 
tonne is about one third of that to finish off the 
same fruit on the rack. Because all the handling 
of the fruit is done mechanically in bulk, the 
labour costs ar~ also very low. Of course this 
can only be used tor fruit that is dry enough to be 
shaken and handled without damage, (about 
18% moisture content). Rack dehydration is still 
the only method of handling really wet fruit. 

This bin d~ing technique was primarily 
developed to handle trellis dried fruit. At the time 
of our previous report, the big question was how 
best to handle and store the large quantities of 
fruit coming from a mechanical harvester. This 
has been solved now with the introduction of 
bulk bins and the means of handling them to tip 
the fruit into the drying bins and back into the 
bulk bins again. 

1982 %INCREASE 

17%% 67% 
$5,213 86% 

Kerosene 1 0.5c per It 35.5c per It 238% 
L.P. Gas 16.5c per It 20.2c per It 23.5% 
Labour $3.50 per hr $5.35 perhr 53% 
Ground Sheets $38 $65 71% 
Fruit prices $385 per tonne $81 0 per tonne 110% 
4 crown Sultana 
(Fruit price in 1977 was $724) 

It would have been comparatively easy to 
have indexed all the costs given in the previous 
report by the percentages shown in Table (1) 
but this led to such a maze of figures which 
would have been more confusing than helpful. 
There also seemed to be some discrepancies 
with present costs so I made a brief survey of 
growers using the various methods. 

Bin Drying 
The "Bin Drying" referred to in the previous 

report was of course the Hudson Bin, a large bin 
filled and emptied manually. As these are now no 
longer available, the "Bin Drying" referred to in 
this report is the use of a line-up of smaller drying 
bins that are handled mechanically with a forklift. 
This is probably the most significant develop
ment in fruit handling in recent years, made 
possible by the introduction of tractor mounted 
fork lifts with a tipping device that enables both 
the wooden bulk bin and the drying bins to be 
lifted and tipped out. The drying principle used is 
the same as the Hudson Bin. The bins are 
covered with a plastic sheet and the hot air forc
ed downwards through six to eight inches of 
fruit. 
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This makes an extremely easy and 
economical way of finishing off trellis dried fruit. 
It can, in fact, be an easy one man operation. 

This also means that with trellis drying, a 
"modern" block can be set up without the need 
for any racks, rack shakers, dip-tins or ground 
sheets. 

It is clear that this system of bin drying is 
prov1ng the most economical way of dehydrating 
fruit, both in terms of labour cost and particularly, 
fuel usage. 

I would "guesstimate" that it set up on a 
larger commercial scale, drying costs including 
overheads, of less than half the present Shed 
Dehydration costs would be achieved. 

Rack Dehydration 
When surveying Rack Dehydration I was 

concerned not only by the effect of the increas
ed fuel cost, but also by the fact that the fuel 
consumption rates seemed higher than those 
quoted in the earlier report. This is probably due, 
in part, to seasonal conditions, but I also have a 

strong suspicion that many growers are not us
ing their rack dehydrators as efficiently as they 
should be, that they tend to set them at full blast 
then walk away and leave them at that. It must be 
remembered that to be successful these 
machines have had to be designed with suffi
cient capacity to cope with the worst possible 
conditions, i.e. the salvaging of sloppy fruit in 
wet weather. This means they have far more 
than an adequate capacity for the sort of condi
tions we are talking of here; the finishing off of 
moist but sound fruit in moderate conditions. 

Once the temperature in the rack has been 
brought up to the desired level (about 65°C, 
150°F) the fuel consumption can often be cut 
back considerably without dropping the rack 
temperature significantly. With engine driv"en 
machines the revs and the fuel setting could be 
cut back with advantage in mild weather. 

Care should be taken with the setting up of 
the curtains to avoid wasteful loss of heat. 

Blobs are the greatest enemy of Rack 
Dehydration. It is not merely necessary to 
remove the average excess moisture, but drying 
must be continued until the wettest fruit is dry, 
containing initially perhaps 50% moisture. With 
racks that are likely to be dehydrated great care 
should be taken with thin and even spreading, 
and very thorough dipping or spraying. With pre
sent fuel prices every effort will have to be made 
to minimise fuel usage. 

Bottled L.P. Gas has not risen very much in 
price in the last few years so that it is now about 
1 0% cheaper than kerosene in terms of a given 
heat output. Gas also offers other benefits in 
convenience and reliability and maintenance. A 
large bulk supply tank must be set up on the dry
ing ground. 

It must be remembered that these fuel prices 
are subject to sudden alteration according to 
government policy. 

Shed Dehydration 
Shed dehydration is still an essential part of 

the scene to ensure that fruit is always dry 
enough for processing, but the packers do not 
want to be responsible for finishing off fruit if 
they can help it, so there have not been any 
significant changes to the dehydration methods 
with their very high labour input. 

Table (2) gives a summary of the costs of 
the four methods of finishing off. 
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There is so much variation from case to case 
according to the condition of the fruit and the 
weather and the efficiency of the operator that it 
is impossible to quote precise figures. Those 
given are an estimate of a typical situation. 

The figures are based on the following 
assumptions:-

1) Sultanas with about 5% excess moisture 
i.e. 18% or pool2 

2) The average 50 yard drying rack holding 
about 3.5 tonnes of dried fruit. 

3) Costs as at the 1982 harvest, as shown in 
Table(1). 

4) Fair weather conditions without particular 
problems. 

5) The grower well organised, making good 
use of efficient equipment. 

6) Factors common to all methods are ig
nored. 

i.e. loading and carting and rack costs. 

7) Overhead costs quoted are calculated pn 
the same formula used in the last report. 

I.e. Ground sheets written off in 5 years. 
Dehydration and bins written off over 1 0 
years, with interest calculated at current 
rates., 

TABLE (2) 
Per Tonne 

Ground Drying 

Labour .. . ........... . ...... ... . $23 
Raking out, boxing etc 
.cost of ground sheets . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 

$26 

Bin Drying 

Labour .... .. ................... $10 
Filling & emptying bins mechanically 
Fuel 8 to 1 0 hours drying ... . ......... $ 9 

Total operating costs ........ . . . ..... $19 

Overhead costs (bins only) ...... , .... . $20 

Rack Dehydration 

Labour - setting up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11 
Shaking boxes etc. 
Fuel, 8 to 1 0 hours drying ............ $30 

Total operating costs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $41 

Overhead costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $28 

Shed Dehydration 

Labour ....... . .... . ............ $40 
Fuel ........... • .... • .... . ..... $15 
Overheads .. . .... . ......... . .... $'16 

$71 

However, I realise that these overheads are 
very vague and would vary tremendously from 
block to block according to the tonnage dried 
and many other factors. For instance growers 
who already own a dehydrator are not really af
fected by the present high costs and interest 
rates. 

Another grower may decide that a 
dehydrator is a better investment than building 
more racks or as insurance against wet weather 
and may not consider the overheads in his 
calculations. 

The overhead costs shown for Bin Drying 
are for the set of bins only, for growers who may 
wish to add this method to their existing set up, 
but the overhead costs of the dehydrator or 
other heating unit would have to be added to this 
to get the full cost of a total set up. . 

Each drying bin holding a Y. tonne or more of 
fruit costs approximately $1 00, and a 50 yard 
line of bins would take about 36 bins. 

A smaller set up to handle about 3 tonnes of 
fruit at a time would cost around $2,500 in
cluding the heating unit. A fork lift and tipping 
unit would be additional. 

If this method was used in place of rack 
dehydration for finishing off, the cost of the bins 
would be paid for in about 1 5 to 20 fillings by the 
saving in fuel costs. 

Sometimes growers are concerned at finan
cial losses that may be incurred by over drying 
fruit. 

One point is the feeling that Packers make 
profits into their own pockets by packing fruit at 
a higher moisture content than it was when 
received from the grower. Any gain in weight in 
this way is reflected in the total proceeds back to 
the Pool, and so is shared by all growers deliver
ing fruit to that Packer. Packers, in fact, do not 
like fruit to be too dry as it damages in process
ing. 

A grower loses individually by overdrying his 
fruit below 13%, but only slightly. Very dry fruit 
feels light to handle and needs more boxes to 
the tonne because it does not settle down, but 
the actual loss in weight is not very great. 

To dry fruit from 13% down to 12% moisture 
content incurs a loss of 1 .14% in actual weight. 

This is not a very significant loss compared 
to the costs involved if he miscalculates by a 
fraction of a percent and gets a dehydration 
charge. 

DEHYDRATOR FUEL COMPARISON- 23rd February, 198~ 

DENSITY 
(LB/GAL) 
(KG/LT) 

CALORIFIC VALVE 
(BTU/LB) 
(MJ/LT) 

VOLUME KEROSENE/VOLUME LPG TO PRODUCE UNIT 

PRICE/LITRE 
(C/L) 
Use Caltex price 

RUNNING COSTS: 
Cost/MJ Kero to Cost/MJ LPG 

AVERAGE CONSUMPTION 
(6GPH Kero)(L T) 
MJ/HR 

COST/HOUR (AVERAGE) 
Kero at 36.2 ell 
LPG at 20.22 ell 

DIFFERENCE IN COST PER HOUR 

AVERAGE RACK- 8 HOURS DRYING 

DIFFERENCE IN COST/8 HOURS 

CONVERSION FACTORS: 
1 MJ = 947 BTU 

OF HEAT 

1 POUND = 0.45359237 KG 
1 GALLON= 4.54609 LT 

KERO LP.G. 

8 5.09 
0.80 0 .508 

20,000 21,835 
37.13 25.79 

1.44 

35. Mobil 20.22 
36.2 Caltex 

0.804 

27.28 39.28 
1013 1013 

$9.88 
$7.94 

$1.94 

$15.52 



GROWERS' CONCILIATION AND LABOUR LEAGUE 
DRIED FRUITS ETC. INDUSTRY AWARD 

HARVEST SEASON 1983 (from 15-9-1982) 

OFFICIAL WAGE RATES 
BLOCK t:Ml'LUYI'.:t:S (including pickers) per week: 
1. Experienced Block Hand (2 years experience) .. . . . ... ..... . . . . 
2. Experienced Pruner (2 years experience) ..... .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . 

3. General Hand .. ......... .. . . . 

4. Fruit Picker . . . . ..... . 

5. Leading Hand (employee appointed to supervise others) shall 
receive an additional amount over the weekly wage of his 
classification as follows : 
In charge of 2 to 6 employees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In charge of 7 to 10 employees . .. . ... . .. ... .. . .... .. . . . .•.. .. .. . 
In charge of 11 to 20 employees .............. ..... ............ .. 
In charge of over 20 employees ...... . . . .......... .. ........ . . . 

6. Juniors: 

15 and under 16 years ...... . . .. . . . 
16 and under 17 years . . . . . 
17 and under 18 years . 

Percentage of Adult 
Rate for the Classification 

upon which employed. 

50 
. .... .... 70 

80 
18andover. . . . ........ . .. . ........ . Adult rate 

7. Casuals shall be paid at an hourly rate determined by the for
mula- appropriate weekly rate plus 17'h % divided by 40. E.G. 
the rate for a casual general hand is $5.74 per hour. 

8. The maximum amount which may be deducted for full Board 
and Lodging during the harvest season is $35 per week. 

9. Employees are entitled to a weekly increment of $3 per com
pleted year of continuous service with the same employer from 
15th February, 1974, up to and including five years. The max
imum increment is therefore $15.00 as from 15th February, 1979. 

$198.90 
$198.90 

$195.30 
$174."10 

$9.00 
$9.60 

$14.'10 
$19.70 

P IECEWORK PICKING (DIP TINS AND SHRUB TINS) 
(Containers to be filled) 

Sultanas Gordos Shiraz 
Doradillos Buckets Currants Walthams Grenache Crouch en Palominos 

1 .46 .23 .31 .37 .26 .18 
2 .92 .46 .62 .74 .53 .37 
3 1.39 .69 .92 1.11 .79 .55 
4 1.85 .92 1.23 1.48 1.06 .74 
5 2.31 1.15 1.54 1.85 1.32 .92 
6 2.77 1.39 1.85 2.22 1.58 1.11 
7 3.23 1.62 2.16 2.59 1.85 1.29 
8 3.70 1.85 2.46 2.96 2.11 1.48 
9 4.16 2.08 2.77 3.33 2.38 1.66 

10 4.62 2.31 3.08 3.70 2.64 1.85 
20 9.24 4.62 6.15 7.39 5.28 3.70 
30 13.86 6.93 9.24 11.08 7.92 5.54 
40 18.48 9.24 12.32 14.78 10.56 7.39 
50 23.10 11.55 15.40 18.48 13.20 9.24 
60 27.72 13.86 18.48 22.18 15.84 11.09 
70 32.34 16.17 21.56 25.87 18.48 12.94 
80 36.96 18.48 24.64 29.57 21.12 14.78 
90 41.58 20.79 27.72 33.26 23.76 16.63 

100 46.20 23.10 30.80 36.96 26.40 18.48 

Loading- 100 cents per 100 buckets extra. 
The above rates are to be increased when different containers are used, as 
follows: 

Amount of Adjusted Rate fur 
Increase Sultanas - 100 Con-

tainers 
Bryce Plastic Bucket. . . . . . . . ' . ' . . . 25% $28.87 
Banana Box ........ .. ...... . ... .... 150% $57.75 
Lug Box .. ··· ········ 160% $60.06 

Suggested Wage Rates 
DRYING GREEN 

Adults . . . 

Rack Shaking- Complete job (includes hessianin_g up, 
~baking, pulhng out. emptymg on hessian long anarak· 
mg out). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .... .... for 50 yard rack 
Rack Shaking (part job includes shaking, cartmg out on 
mechanical trays ) . ... . ... . . . ...... .. . for 50 yard rack 
~ack_S~a.kin_g only_ <¥g~~ ~a';dh;a"~~al sh_ak~r):: : ::::::: 
Boxing (includes stacking, hessian and sisal to be rolled 

$ 

per hour 5.74 

per tier 4.90 

per tier 2.14 

per tier 

up ) . per sweat box 
per bulk bin 2.31 

Rack Dehydration l based on Portaseal Dehydrator and grower to supply all 
fuel) 

50 Yard Rack - $15 per hour, plus S30 for erecting and dismantling cur
tains. Minimum charge $90. 

75 Yard Rack - $18 per hour, plus $36 for er ecting and dismantling cur
tains. Minimum charge $108. 

HARVEST CO:\TRACT- St:LTA:\AS/GORDOS. 
Any abnormal crop conditions or where some fruit picked for market, adjust
ment by arrangement. RATES FOR Ct:RRA:'I:TS TOllE 1:\'CREASED BY 15%. 

Full job- picking to loading into sweats on truck: 
<a l Grower supplies tractor and fuel. . . . . . . . . ... . . ... .... . 
< bl Contractor supplies tractor and fuel. ................ . 

Part Job - P icking. ca r ting and spreading <Grower to spray >: 
!a l As above 
tbl As above . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . ...... 

per Tonne 
s 

260 
290 

230 
260 Part Job- Picking. carting, dipping or spraying and spreading: 

ta l As above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . 
<bl As above. 

240 
270 

DRIED FRUITS NEWS 

CONTRAC1'1NG PER ANNUM <DRIED FRUITS) 
F_ulljob (includes ir rigation, cultivation, clean-up - hoeing and/ or 
dtscmg, crazy ploughmg, and weeding, knifing and throwing on, 
furrowing out, topping, pruning, weediciding, but excludes 
har~esting, drilling, sulphuring, spraying , subsoiling and 
~q . . ··· · · ·· ···· · · · · --~~ 
TRACTOR WORK 
General ( inCI!Jdes spraying, sulphuring, manure spreading, 
s lashmg, toppmg,_ Cl!lhvatmg,_ furrowing out, discing knifing, 
c_razy plougll!ng, nppmg, weea1c1dmg etcJ - to include !ravelling 

~~¥i~~~~~~5-~~e·b~i~~- -~n ih~-~s~·~j-~-~;;;;~;~3o~P:~~~~~~~~~ 
PRUNING 
SULTANAS - per 100 vines : 

Cutting out. . .... ... . . . ... . . . . . . .... . . . ... .... .. 
Pulling out $7.11, tr imming up $3.72, no delve .. 
Pulling out $7.72, trimming up $3.72, with delve . 
Rolling on . 
Complete job, no delve .. 
Complete job, with delve . . . ... . .. . . . 

CURRANTS - per acre : 
Pruning ... 

WALTHAM CROSS- per acre : 
P runing 

GORDOS - per acre: 
Pruning . . . .... 

One acre constitut~s 60 chains of trellis. 

Trelhs Dried Summer Pruning .. per hour 

332 

14.00 
15.50 

11.44 
10.83 
11.44 
10.83 
33.10 
33.71 

98.64 

104.75 

102.44 

5.74 
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TAX INSTALMENT DEDUCTIONS 

'Salary or wages' as defined under section 221A of the Income Tax Assessement 
Act 1936, as amended, requires that tax insta'!ment deductions must be made from the 
earnings of all employees whether on weekly engagement, casual or piecework rates, 
and where payments are made under a contract for the labour of the person to whom 
the payments are made. 

However, in some instances genuine contracts may be entered into where 
payments made per the terms of the contract fall outside the 'salary and wages' 
definition: 

(a) where a contractor contracts with the fruit grower to drain land at so much 
per chain, or to prune at so much per acre, or to harvest the crop at so much 
per dried tonne weight; and 

(b) to complete the work undertaken to be done, the contractor has the sole right 
to either employ or dismiss men as he desires. 

Payment for Leave 

1. At the ordinary weekly rate of pay at the time leave is taken o; (if he dies beforE 
the completion of the leave so taken) as at the tune of the employee s death! excludi!Jg 
overtime and penalty rates, but including the cash value of board and lodgmg prov1d· 
ed by the employer. 

2. If there is no ordinary wt!ekly rate as with pieceworkers payment is at th< 
average weekly rate during the period of twelve months immediately before the leav< 
fell due. 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE- NEW SOUTH WALES 

Entitlement to Leave 

1. (a ) After 15 years ser·1ice- three months (subject to c.l 
The fruit grower has no liability to make tax instalment deductions where the con-

ditions set out prevail, as this is clearly the obligation of the contractor who is the (b) For each 10 years service thereafter- 8% weeks. 
employer. 

The Income Tax Assessement Act provides that where payments of salary and 
wages are made without tax deductions, an employer is not only liable for a penalty of 
$40.00 on each payment, but is also liable to pay the tax which should have been 
deducted. 

It should be noted that a lower rate of tax instalment deductions is now available 
for persons employed in harvesting fruit or vegetables. 

The rates are contained in a 'Special Schedule for .,e'rsons employed in harvesting 
Fruit or Vegetables' which are available from Packing Companies or local Post 
Offices. 

The Special Schedule may be used at the employees request only after a Rebate 
Declaration form has been lodged with the employer. A person who is employed full· 
time with agother employer, and therefore not entitled to lodge another rebate 
declaration, is to be taxed as per the 'No general exemption' column. 

The Rebate Declaration form is available at local post offices. 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE- VICI'ORIA 

Entitlement to Leave 

1. <a> After 15 years continuous employment -13 weeks. 

(b) For each five year continuous service thereafter- 4-'f.J weeks. 

(C) 

(d) 

Where a worker has completed fifteen years continuous em_ployment a_n_d his 
employment is terminated otherwise than by death he IS entitled to additional 
long service leave equalling one sixtieth of the period of his employment since 
he last obtained an entitlement to leave. 

Where a worker dies after at least fifteen years continuous employment the 
employer must pay to the deceased employee's personal represen~tiv~ an 
amount of money equal to the amount the employee would have rece1ved 1f he 
had taken leave in accordance with (a), (b) or (c) above. 

NOTE: In calculating service for purpose of 1 (a) the period of. e':llployme~t 
before 1st January, 1965, is reduced by a quarter. <The reason for th1s IS that unhl 
that date the Act provided for 13 weeks leave after 20 years. l 

2. Where the employee has completed 10 years but less than 15 years continuous ser
vice, and the employment is terminated for any cause other than by the e'!'ployer for 
serious and wilful misconduct, the employee <or m the case of death, his personal 
representative) is entitled to payment for .leave calculated at one-sixtieth of the 
period of his continuous employment. 

Calc"lation of Period of Employment 

1. Employment before 26th November, 1933, is not taken into account. 

2. Employment is regarded as continuous despite any interruption due to annual or 
long service leave, aismissal if re-employed within two months, standing down, 
illness of not more than 14 days in any year, or any other absence by leave of the 
employer or on account of injury arising out of his employment. 

1 4-February. 1 983 

(c) Where the service commenced before 1st April, 1963, the amount of leave is 
the sum of: 
(i) An amount calculated at three months for 20 years service - for the 

period served before 1 +63. 
(ii) An amount calculated at three months for 15 years service - for the 

period served after 1+63. 

(d) The worker becomes entitled to leave after 15 years or the subsequent 10 years 
even if the amount of his leave as calculated per <cl is less than three months 
or 8 %rd weeks as the case may be. 

2. Where an employee has completed at least fifteen years service and hi~ employ
ment is terminated he is entitled to an additional pro rata amount of leave m respect 
of the period since his last entitlement calculated on the basis of three months for 15 
years service. 

3. The worker who has completed ten years service but less than 15 yea~s service 
and whose service with the employer is terminated or ceases for any reason IS enhtled 
to a proportionate amount of long service leave on the basis of three months for 15 
years service. 

4. The worker who has completed five years service as an adult and whose service is 
terminated by the employer for any reason or by the worker on account of illness, in
capacity or domestic or other pressing necessity, is entitled to a proportionate 
amount of long service leave on the basis of three months for 15 years service. 

5. Where a worker dies after at least five years continuous service the employer 
must on request pay to the deceased employee's personal representative an amount 
of money equal to the amount the employee would have received if he had taken leave 
in accordance with paragraphs 1 or 2, or, an amount of money equal to the amount 
payable in respect of any entitlements due under paragraphs 3 or ~-

Calculation of Period of Service 

1. The whole of the worker's service with the employer whether before the commen
cement of the Act or after is taken into account. 

2. Service means the period during which the worker has served under an unbroken 
contract of employment which contract is not regarded as being broken by reason of 
any interruption arising from an industrial dispute or by standing down through 
slackness o( trade or if made by the employer with the intention of avoiding his obliga
tions to grant long service leave. 

Payment for Leave 

1. At the ordinary weekly rate of pay at the time of taking leave excluding overtime 
and penaltY. rates but including the cash value of board and loding provided by the 
employer. Where two or more hme rates of pay are f1xed he must be paid at the 
highest of these rates. 

2. If there is no ordinary weekly rate as with pieceworkers payment is at the 
average weekly rate during the period of 12 months immediately before the date on 
which he takes his long service leave. 
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BAKING FOR THE HARVEST 
Wbethet it's lot the c/M'en's lunch boxes 01 f01 the busy picking ptlliod, try SOIII8 of thBstJ quick 111111 
easy wholesome ideas. 

SUN BRAN LOAF 
Here's what you need: 

1 cup bran cereal 
~ cup Sultanas 
~ cup Dried Apricots, chopped 
~cup sugar 
1 Y. cups milk 
Yz teaspoon vanilla 
1 Yz cups-self raising flour. 

Here's what you do: 
Combine the bran, dried fruits, sugar, milk and 

vanilla. Allow to stand for 2 hours or overnight in 
the refrigerator. Sift the flour and add to the bran 
mixture, combining well. Place the mixture into a 
greased and lined 23cm x 1 2cm (9" x 5") loaf 
tin. Bake in a moderate oven for 1 hour. Serve 
sliced and buttered. 

FIG AND GINGER LOAF 
Here's what you need: 

185g (6 oz) butter 
3.4 cup castor sugar 
3 eggs 
3.4 cup Sultanas 
90g {3 oz) glace figs, chopped 
125g {4 oz) preserved or glace ginger, chopped 
Yz cup walnuts, chopped 
Yz cup plain flour 
Yz cup self-raising flour 
Y. cup sour cream. 

Here's what you do: 
Cream the butter and sugar together until light 

and fluffy. Add the eggs one at a time beating 
well after each addition. Stir in the Sultanas, figs, 
ginger and walnuts, then add the sifted flours 
and sour cream, mixing well. Spread into a 
greased and lined 23cm x 12cm (9" x 5") loaf 
tin and bake in a moderately slow oven for 1 y. 
hours, or until cooked when tested. When cool 
ice with glace icing and decorate with walnuts 
and ginger. 

OATY APRICOT SLICE 
Here's what you need: 

200g Dried Apricots, chopped 
3 tablespoons brandy 
1 tablespoon water 
1 cup flour 
125g (4 oz} butter, softened 
Yz cup rolled oats 
Y• cup sugar 
2 eggs 
1 cup brown sugar 
Y• cup self-raising flour 
Yz teaspoon salt 
1 cup coconut 

Here's what you do: 
Combine the first three ingredients in a 

saucepan. Simmer until liquid is absorbed, then 
cool. Sift the flour, rub in the butter, add the oats 

and sugar. Press the mixture into a well greased 
23cm {9"} square sandwich tin. Bake in a 
moderate oven for 20 minutes. 

Beat the eggs until thick and creamy, then add 
the brown sugar gradually, beating until dissolv· 
ed. Fold in the sifted flour and salt, then coconut 
and apricots. Spread over the hot base, return to 
the oven and bake a further 30 minutes. While 
still hot cut into finger lengths. Serve dusted with 
icing sugar or iced with lemon glace icing. 
Makes approx. 36 fingers. 

RAISIN 'N NUT CHEWS 
Here's what you need: 

1 cup flour 
y. cup self-raising flour 
2 level teaspoons mixed spice 
1 cup brown sugar 
Yz cup walnuts, chopped 
1 cup Seeded Raisins, chopped 
2 eggs, lightly beaten 
125g {4 oz} butter, melted 
1 teaspoon vanilla 

Here's what you do: 
Sift the first three ingredients together. Add 

the remaining ingredients and stir until well com
bined. Spread mixture into a greased 18cm x 
28cm (7" x 11"} lamington tin. Bake in a 
moderate oven for 30 minutes. Cut into finger 
lengths while hot, then allow to cool in tin. Makes 
approx. 24 chews. 

SUNRA YSIA CAKE 
Here's what you need: 

185g (6 oz} butter, softened 
1 Yz cups sugar ' 
1 x 250g packet cream cheese, softened at 
room temperature 
1 Yz teaspoons vanilla essence 
4 eggs 
2 cups plain flour 
1 Yz teaspoons baking powder 
Yz teaspoon salt 
2 cups mixed fruit 
~ cup chopped walnuts 
2 teaspoons grated orange rind 

Here's what you do: 
Beat together the softened butter and sugar,. 

then add the cream cheese and vanilla essence 
and mix until well blended. Add the eggs one at a 
time beating well after each addition. Gradually 
mix in the sifted flour, baking powder and salt. 
Fold in the mixed fruit, walnuts and orange rind. 
Spoon the mixture into a greased and lined 
23cm {9"} tin , and bake in a moderate oven for 
1 Yz hours, or until cooked. 

At Your Request 
a. Is there any way I can tell the difference bet

ween plain flour and self-raising flour? 
Sometimes I store it away in jars and forget 
to mark them. 

A. Blend Y. cup of each flour with about a 
tablespoon of water, to give a sticky paste. 
Drop each piece of dough from a spoon into 
boiling water. The dough made from self· 
raising flour will puff within a minute; the 
dough made from plain flour will remain solid 
and heavy. 

a. If a recipe requires self-raising flour, and I 
only have plain flour, how. can I make the 
plain flour equivalent to self-raising flour? 

A. Baking powder, or a combination of bicar
bonate of soda and cream of tartar can be 
used with plain flour to make it equivalent to 
self-raising flour. The correct proportions 
are: 2 level metric teaspoons of baking 
powder to 125g (4 oz) (3.4 metric cup) plain 
flour. Or, Yz level metric teaspoon bicar
bonate of soda, and 1 level metric teaspoon 
cream of tartar to 125g {4 oz} (~ metric 
cup) plain flour. Sift all dry ingredients 
several times to mix them thoroughly. 

a. I have had some baking powder and bicar· 
bonate of soda for quite some time; how can 
I tell if they are still fresh? 

A. Stir about Yz teaspoon of either baking 
powder or bicarbonate of soda into about 1 
tablespoon vinegar. If they are still active the 
mixture will fizz. 

a. Can I substitute raw sugar for white or brown 
sugar in any recipe? 

A. In cakes or biscuits, raw sugar will give a dif· 
ferent texture to brown or white sugar; it is 
safest to follow recipes which specify raw 
sugar. 

a. My family want to eat more home:made 
cakes and biscuits which contain wholemeal 
flour; can I just substitute wholemeal flour for 
white flour in any recipe? 

A. No, wholemeal flour absorbs a lot more liquid 
than white flour, often a proportion of both 
flours will give best results. It is safest to 
follow recipes which specify wholemeal 
flour. 

a. If a recipe calls for compressed yeast, can I 
substitute dried yeast. If so, how much 
should I use? 

A. Use 2 level teaspoons dried yeast to each 
30g ( 1 oz} compressed yeast. Dried yeast is 
sifted in with the dry ingredients specified in 
the recipe, then the liquid added. Then 
follow the recipe. 

If you have a cooking problem or are in search 
of a special recipe using dried fruits, we will 
assist you. You are invited to send your queries 
to: 

'J1 T YOUR REQUEST" 
Food Advisory Services 
G.P.O. Box 4524, 
Melbourne, Vic., 3001. 

;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::::::::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::: 
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Harvest Notes 
Picking Rates 
We apologise for the error in the December issue: The picking rates for 1983 Season per 1 00 dip tins are: 

Currants $46.20 
Sultanas $23.10 
Gordos $30.80 

Remember a special tax deduction schedule is available for payments to pickers. 

Penalties for Topping Up 
Packers face considerable difficulty where growers attempt to gain a higher grade at receival or avoid dehydration charges. Mixing of grades and wet fruit 
on the production lines cause severe disruption, stoppages, and clean-out at a cost which the industry must bear. Accordingly, it has been agreed that 
the following penalties shall apply on an industry-wide basis: 

That where dried fruit was topped with dried fruit of a different grade, all fruit in that container should be graded as 1-crown, and that a $50 per tonne 
penalty should apply. 

That where wet fruit was topped with dry fruit, all fruit in the container should be graded as 1-crown, and that the highest dehydration charge should apply 
plus a penalty of $100 per tonne. 

Dehydration 
Dehydration charges will continue to apply to fruit which has a moisture content in excess of 13.5%. There has been recent considerable discussion in 
regard to compensation for fruit which is dried to a percentage considerably below this level. This is not possible, and in fact, over-dry fruit can be just as 
difficult to process as moist fruit. 

Grade Differentials 
Growers are reminded that it is proposed to implement greater payment differentials between grades of fruit. The proposed differentials are: 

--------- ------------~ -

vmnusmt 
Ol'ld 3~'11S0d 

• 

-
16--FebnUUy, 1983 

6-crown 

SULTANAS 

Proposed 1983 
per Tonne 

Over Basis 
Over Basis 
·over Bas•s 
Over Basis 
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